
Translation of the Lilies Back into Lists 
 

for C.D. Wright 
 
 
01.05.16 
 

1. Misplacing the year is useful 
2. Pretext may grow into medicine 
3. Ignore numbers until they become secret persons 

you physicalize an intellectual process  
 

6. Read lines from an enchantress poet when you want to be a bird 
7. Ingest liquid prose to be fluid 
8. A good title only proves you have work ahead of you 
9. Her potency impels me further to be impaled by a poem 

10. Beginning is always precarious.  Avoid snow covered terrain and long-haired 
ponies.  Avoid skipping ahead, as  

11. Return to certain constitutional texts when in need of protection 
 

 but pretend if you can 
14. Fantasize for the next six ho  
15. All pain will end almost immediately 
16. if you are able to endure forgetfulness 
17. Welcome imperfection as you would a cup of tea served to you from a beautiful, 

devoted attendant. Your attendant will stay as long as you like 
18. When lost, reread these instructions 

 
20. Ecstatic impulse is now 
21. Continuously21. Continuously you 
 
  



 
12.31.15 
 

 
2. you might regret   
3. Predictably unavailable or available only on such terms  
4. as to make meeting impossible 

 
 

7. Someone stole your name  
 

9.  
10. I was stunned at your good manners, your poise, your attentiveness 
11. and the formality in which you lived beside the bearded paintings   
12. I wanted to keep going, but what does one say to silence? 
13. Born in an earlier version of a mythic city 
14. we set out arm in arm, to traverse decades 
15. I hope they will be kind 
16. Sometimes I wish I were stupid, lame, with no  
17. ambitions or ideas  
18. Shall we covet idiocy, complacency and illusory indifference? 
19. When I returned the sky was painted with fingers 
20. pink and gold, and I wondered why I had ever left 
21. Tall and good-natured  
22. dark commas you tuck carefully against your cheeks, beside your ears 
23. The first time we met we spoke for hours about a personal death 
24. Starting late it seems only natural to continue being selfish 
25. You recorded the fragments of a dying language  
26. by hanging strips of it to dry from your ceiling   
27. Everyone thought you were my husband. We laughed 
28. You were out of town and I missed you terribly 
29. Even though you often failed to reply 
30. This time a drowned doll spoke. I lifted her, smoothed her skirts 
31. Placed her on a calm shelf. Never stopped wondering 
32. Too sick to show up. The last time we met we reclined  
33. on cement benches singing. In the middle of the conference 
34. Time to read images  
35. You wrote your longest poem on the shortest day 
36. On the day we were born is the most light 
37. You are a new original  

 



12.31.15.2 
 
1. The daily takes too much time 
2. Therefore I propose to waking every second, beginning 
3. the new year is just an excuse for counting 

safe 
5. Ideas lurk in symbols and murders occur in figures 
6. The squirrel runs up a tree but we do not accuse him of squirrelishness 
7. or, thievery or absent-mindedness. Where is substance buried? 
7. Shall I reply again, to your drawings? 

habit on a high shelf  
9. going for a walk in sound 
  



 
01.02.16 
 
 

1. It costs this much, your walks through peopled textiles 
2.  Which drawing to attach?  Is blue nudity allowed? 
3. Spend too much time decoding tone before replying  
4. What is the potential maximum percentage of affection inside any word? 
5. Carrying too many books makes the small suitcase heavy 
6. There seems to be no alternative 

 
8. How to avoid hearing non-lingual sounds of one who no longer has access to 

language?  

calling 
10. It used to be a spontaneous act 
11. Your eyes require psychic ironing 
12. And your too many pairs of empty legs will not return by themselves 
13. Premonition is like this, either too long or too late 
14. How many private attempts are required before you agree to the length between 

your own steps, the silence between your words? 
15. Become a cloaked figure for no particular season  but to enter a newly named 

guise 
16. A red epoch 
  



Everyone and her Resemblances 
 

for Alice Notley 
 
 
 
Wakeways 
 
 
 
 
Protection may be inscribed in your skin, on a page, on a ceramic vessel buried in the earth. 
 
Words, transit stars, worn on the body, carried, hung in houses, suspended from doorways  
  
 bridges to outer worlds.  
 
You are walking out of yourself, outside of your own sanctuary, but never outside this 
bidding to walk at the same time, into yourself, inside yourself.   
 
You cannot see that doorway as you step under it.  
 
 You are beneath an awning. You are always a threshold. Continually threshed.  
 
Lying in bed with legs outstretched  a mine, a field aches, and something invisible  
 

p track of being   or the threshold you are.  
 
   
 
 What are you crossing? 
 
Did you decide to enter your bloodstream?   Did you decide to contain   
          bloodrooms?   
 Did you intend for various vessels  to carry you?   
 
   Did you plan your own hunger?   
 
Did you ask questions of your own fluidity as you walked   hurried   or even ran  
 across an airport  to catch or inflame or slowed your step  
   to avoid   a pressing a face?   
 



Do you divide yourself inside each threshold  because everything  is invisible?   
 
  When will you wake? 
 
You cannot see that wakeway but with each waking you submerge beneath the surfaces  
 
  always below that curtain of water  You are the curtain    and the water   
  
   threaded with waves 
 
What borrows your ability to come back?   your tacking of hems     
 You are   stitch and pull.  
 
  
 
Did you decide to disrobe?   Did you decide to conjoin yourself to another  
 consciousness?  
 
  Did you believe the unnamable would burst?   Did you plan your own ruin?   
 
Did you ask your incapacity  as you lay dormant or even closed  your eyes hoping 
 atrocities would fade?   
 
  Do you reverse pain when you describe healing?   
 
 When will you wade  into the wakeways  where we may meet? 
 
  



See-Through Signatures 
 
 

ng. I stop with a 
period and go on. Or begin missing. You. Not punctuation, but stopping is a form of checking 

-pulse 
 

-limpet. No ctenophore, her see or sea. Her seesaw is 
transparent or even absent 
 

 a see r, but what can y ou say, 
about her see-through signatures  her waving apparatus  her ability to breat he b elow 
water?  
 

they are living entities, water, and something else, crushed enamel, shells, sails.   
 
No   white muslin, perfectly  wrinkled or pressed like a palette  a fa ce. H er 
complexion is pure dahlias and the dark petals stick out ridgelike  on her cheeks  
 

  that petals were vulgar as cheekbones or wings. Why 
not leave them  sanely on flowers, and disapproving, moved away in orderly sufficient 
rows. But others are not self-sufficient, in comparison with her bony protrusions of cheeks  
 
 . They are her features. But she has 
no features.  She has eyes. No those were just clouds bursting. Those were names, marbles, pits 

lace her toes. You do not pronounce her seeing. Only she can pronounce it 
 

llow all of the words to swarm 
 
They enter you without wa rning, w ithout punctuation, i n rivers and raves, in rov es. In 
wrinkles and elder letters asking questions you   
 
Eyes shining very congruently when you are trying to answer the inappropriate question asked 
by the cowardly man  
 himself so now what is he? He occupies a chair at any assembly. He walks, somewhat 
certainly. He looks at you, desiring something, what?   
 

 
 
How can you tell?   



 
We are always behaving.  In various ways we could describe.  Forgetting, unseeing, 
regretting, extracting   
 
Impossible  as if we could pluck the ridge wings from her claret cheeks 
 
Who is that wing-cheeked insistence of a being? Is she human?   
 

 to see only itself, red 
rivulets  
 
 Is she alive?  Her eye-marble-cistern-caverns are certain  
 
My own alive conundrum is this:  The non-man asked her when in podium pose, with 
wings erect and violet to speak about spilling blood arcs   
 
She stood there, noticing that he was not exactly a man but more importantly that he intended 
to skewer her or everyone in the room with blood sewers, simply by speaking them into being. 
  
  to violence wit h 
violence as if it were just painting one color on top of another.   He i s only 
sitting in a chair trying   and failing  
 
She did not fault him? Why not ruin him?  Why not bury him? Why not bury the word blood? 
Why not make him alive? 
 

with crested faces.  One inside the other began to emerge.  
 She us ed the entire page o r every pag e o f e very book in e very l ibrary to  not s ay 
anything.   She listened and said only that word, listen.  But she sa id i t by not saying 
 anything at all, using all time and space and every page and every surface until no one 
   could not help hearing 
 

d even to run on, even to break form even to exist 
in form 
 
 You have to break.  Why are you fallen and never crested? 
 
    
 
Everyone is.  Even I or you or we.  Is there a we inside your weakness? 
 



her and she is also him, placeless, uncrested 
 
 Until we recognize ourselves 
 
   What is your form now? 
 
These conversations will have to determine or leave us  determined to kn ow 
 nothing ever as we once thought we could  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 




